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EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROB ABLE CONSEQUENCES
-
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On August 8,1982 Unit No.1 ' A' C arging Pump was being vented via a charcoal |;3,; ;

filter to the ventilation system. Initial calculation using indicated vent flow |,;33, ;

3,,, ; rates determined the venting evolution resulted in a maximum instantaneous release |

i o i s ; I rate of 14% above T.S. allowable. This is contrary' to T.S.3.11.B.1 and reportable 1

!o 46 i i per T. S. 6.6.2. a. (2) . Subseauent calculations with corrected vanr41nrinn fi nu 1

l o 17 | | rates determined thnt T.S. limien hna nne haan av_,apapa. Therefore. the health I

iodai1 and safety of the public were not affected. I
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Ii t o | | The magnitude of the release exceeded that which was expected durine the ventine I
,
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Iii2i lnew vent system flow rates. Alarm setpoints were channed to reflect new flow I

Iii,s| 1 rates.
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UPDATE ftEPDRT - PREVIOUS REPORT DATED 08-20-82
.

# 'ATTICHMENT 1
SURRY POWER STATION, UNIT NO. 1
DOCKET NO: 50-280

"
REPORT NO: 82-084/OlX-1
EVENT DATE: 08-08-82

TITLE OF THE EVENT: Instantaneous Release Rate
,

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE EVENT:

On August 8, 1982, with Unit 1 and 2 at steady state operation, Unit 1 'A'
charging pump was being vented via a charcoal filter to the ventilation system.
All proper precautions and procedures were being used including stationing
Health Physics personnel at the ventilation system gaseous radiation monitor
(RM-VG-104) and at the ventilation sample station.

The radiation monitor indicated an increase above background for approximately
415 minutes with a maximum reading of 6 X 10 CPM and no alarms were activated.

An assessment of the magnitude of the release was made using a ventilation
flow rate of 22,000 CFM. This value was the indicated flow through the charcoal
filters and not the flow indicated through the ventilation stack, where the
radiation monitor sample point is located. The results, using 22,000 CFM, were'

that Tech. Spec. limits had not been exceeded.

After a follow-up of the evolution, approximately five hours later, it was
discovered that the flow rate used to calculate the magnitude of the release was
incorrect. The flow rate of 110,000 CFM (flow rate indicated through the

.

ventilation stack at that time) was used to reassess the release rate. The
result with this figure was that instantaneous Tech. Spec. limits were exceeded
by 14%. This is contrary to T.S.3.ll.B.1 and is reportable per T.S.6.6.2.a. (2) .

2. PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES and STATUS of REDUNDANT EQUIPMENT:
.

Calculations based on the indicated ventilation stack flow rate of 110,000 CFM
determined a magnitude of release of 18.7 curies. This resulted in a maximum
site boundary dose rate and integrated whole body dose of .149 mR/Hr. and .0374
mrem respectively.

However, a detailed evaluation of the parameters used to classify the event
determined that the actual flow rate was less than 110,000 CFM. A calibration,

performed prior to the event, revealed'that the square root extractor for the

flow indicator (FI-VS-ll6) was out of calibration in the conservative direction.
Subsequently, the actual flow rate at the time of the event was calculated to be
86,200 CFM. With this flow, the magnitude of release was calculated to be only
90% of Tech. Spec. Therefore, the health and safety of the public were not
affected.
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3. CAUSE:

Although the actual release did not exceed the T.S. instant'aneous limits, the
magnitude of the release exceeded that which was expected during the venting
operation. A contributing factor is the higher than normal activity in Unit
1 primary due to known, but not specifically identified fuel defects. Also,
a new ventilation system had been installed which had higher flow rates than
the old system and radiation monitor alarm setpoints had not been changed to
reflect the new flow rates.

4. IMMEDIATE CORRECTIVE ACTIONS:

,After it had been determined that the release rate exceeded T.S. limits, the
*proper emergency procedures were implemented. Also, the radiation monitor

alarm setpoints were changed to reflect the new ventilation flow rate.

5. SUBSEQUENT CORRECTIVE ACTION:

All effluent radiation monitor alert and alarm setpoints have been reviewed
and verified that adequate warning is provided prior to exceeding Tech. Spec.
values for app?icable flow conditions. The strip chart recorder for the -

ventilation vent gaseous monitor was reviewed to verify compliance with the
Technical Specifications. The period of review included the period that was
considered to have a high potential for exceeding the Tech. Specs. limits by
virtue of the presence of known, but not specifically identified fuel defects
in Unit No.1 core and an increase in the ventilation vent flow. It was
discovered that on 09-21-81, during the containment purge, there were two
incidents exceeding the Technical Specifications release rates. The first
incident lasted for approximately 3 minutes and the second incident lasted
for approximately 1 hour 45 minutes. The release rate was 2.99 times the
allowable Tech. Spec. limits for the first incident and 2.46 times the allowable

.

Tech. Spec. limits for the second incident.

: 6. ACTION TAKEN TO PREVENT RECLARENCE:

Future venting operations will be reviewed prior to venting to reduce the
potential of similar events occurring.

7. GENERIC IMPLICATIONS:

'

None.
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